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Abstract

On the human brain activities in social interaction, there may be asso-
ciated with some kind of reinforcement mechanism like crowd psychology
or mimicking drive, or sometimes, creating a social mechanism like punish-
ments. Some of such reinforcement mechanisms can be interpreted with a
nonlinear Polya urn process of which W. Brian Arthur(1994) is fond. He
called structure as emergence of a new combination of proportion gener-
ated by the stochastic process. In the case of unknown parameters on the
distribution of a new emergent agent (mutant), as Masanao Aoki(1996)
formulated, we can derive emergence of an unknown structure a new struc-
ture. In these dynamics, it is important to group by heterogeneous types
in a social interaction. We have several subgroup dynamics given by ei-
ther Dirk Helbing(1995,2003) or Steven Durlauf(1997,2000). On the other
hand, when analyzing adaptive behaviors, replicator dynamics directly
works well as an intriguing compromise device for many applications. Fo-
cusing a side of learning by adaptive agents under the flavor of the Santa
Fe institute, economists began to be involved into treating multi-armed
bandit problem, in the event, adopting loss minimizations in the face of
uncertainty. The rigid worlds of optimization characterized by the duality
notions shall be replaced in economics soon.

Leaving from the rigid world of optimization, we will perform some ap-
propriate models of path-independent process as well as path-dependent
process on adaptive economic processes in social interactions of heteroge-
neous agents. By the use of them, microscopic orders of the society can
be discussed properly under a certain macroscopic order. A prominent of
model on path-independent process will appear from Aoki(1996, 2001),
and a prominent one on path-dependent from Arthur(1994).

∗The first draft of this paper was presented at International Nonlinear Sciences Conference,
February 7–9, 2003, Vienna, Austria.
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1 A new formulation of microeconomics with
specification of macroeconomic field effects

Hoover(2001, 74–75) states:

The physicist who has successfully reduced the ideal gas laws to the
kinetic theory of gases does not then abandon the language of pres-
sure, temperature, and volume then working with gases or try to
use momentum, mass, and velocity as the principal phenomenologi-
cal categories for discussing the macroscopic behavior of gases.

But economists have taken a different track.

Similarly, Weidlich(2000, 11) states concisely:

In the case of physical systems the introduction of the field concept
proved to be most important for the deeper understanding of the sys-
temic character. Take the characteristic example of electromagnetic
interaction: Particles, the elements of the physical system, posses—
besides other properties—both mass and electric charge, and gener-
ate in their environment a gravitational as well as an electromagnetic
filed. The field contributions of many particles are superposed and
form a collective field.

Hoover(2001, 74) definitely concluds:

I cannot completely reduce macroeconomics to microeconomics. Mi-
croeconomics of the real world necessarily uses macroeconomic mod-
els and concepts as an input. The macroeconomy supervenes on the
microeconomy but reducible to it.

This suggests that a macroeconomic situation may correspond to multiple
microeconomic configurations, namely, a multiplicity of microeconomic situa-
tions with a macroeconomic level. The relationship between macroeconomic
states and microeconomic configuration has systematically been formulated by
Masanao Aoki(1996) and (2002) both of which are published by Cambridge U.
P. We need a concept of equilibrium distribution from statistical mechanics.

We first of all start from a linear dynamical system which can be remarkably
fitted to a historical data in a sense. This model is quite neutral without speci-
fying any individualistic behavior in view of optimization or non-optimization.
But the limitation of this model rather clarifies about what is important in
analyzing human behavior

We know that some of differential equations system in either linear or nonlin-
ear can be extremely fit table to the fact under consideration. We can mention
Lotka-Volterra dynamics of biology, and Repicator Dynamics who are at present
often utilized due to its nonlinearity. The Lanchester combat model of an
ordinary differential equations system, among them, was widely noticed because
of the extremely fittedness to an actual evolution although the system was sim-
ply of linear
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2 The battle of the IWO-JIMA, 1945

The Iwo-jima is even now a very small island, a part of Japan in the Pacific
Ocean. Iwo means sulfur in Japanese. Iwo-Jima is just an island of volcano
which contains much sulfur, namely, an island of sulfur. The offensive and
defensive battle of the IWO-JIMA Island between the USA and the Japan forces
in the Second World War is well-known as one of the hardest battles in the 20th
Century. This had commenced on 19th February 1945 and virtually terminated
on 26th March 1945 by the fact of the finally official all-out attack of the army
Brigade under the conduct of General Tadamichi Kuribayashi. On the day
the USA armed forces declared the termination of the battle. The battle had
continued for 36 days.

2.1 The IWO-JIMA battle

The total number of armed forces directly committed by the USA amounted to
73,000. The total shells from warships and artilleries were over 290,000 times.
On the other hands, the Japan Brigade was organized by the army of 13,000
soldiers and the navy of 7,450 marines. The headquarters however never decided
to reinforce any forces into the IWO-JIMA defense force after the USA’s launch
attack, only except for the total 75 transport planes from the mainland.

We can trace out the battle development on the daily base by the record
noted by Captain Clifford Morehouse, the US Marine. We cannot have any
official record on the side of the Japan forces because of annihilation.

Killed Wounded Combat Fatigue Prisoners Totala

USA 6,821 19,217 2,648 28,686
JAPAN 20,000 1,083 20,000

Table 1: Casualties in the Iwo-Jima, Feb.1945
a See Braun(1982,407).

2.2 The formulation by F.W. Lanchester combat model

The IWO-JIMA battle in terms of the Lanchester model has already been be-
came quite famous because the model provided us with a remarkably fittedness
to the historical development on the battle. See Braun(1982, Sec.4.5.2).

Since the IWO-JIMA battle can be regarded as the combat between the
conventional force vs. the conventional force, we apply the Lanchester combat
model of linear ordinary differential equations to this battle. We note this sys-
tem is of inhomogeneous since the system contains the items of reinforcement,
namely the armed forces from outside. In either case of homogeneous or inho-
mogeneous, we can analyze definitely due to linearity. We also notice that we
could not establish the result without numerical simulation in the case of the
guerilla combat due to its nonlinear property.
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Figure 1: The real shift of forces and the simulation result by the Lanchester
model

According to F. W. Lanchester, we can define:

the rate of the troop strength
= the reinforcement rate
− (the operational loss rate + the combat loss rate)

Let x1(t), x2(t) to be the number of American Forces, and Japanese Forces,
respectively, starting from the beginning of the attack by the USA.

The loss rate by combat x1 is presumed to be such all the regular army
that x2 could target within its range shot.

We can express ax1(t) as x1(t)’s damage by combat, by use of the constant
a which is a positive one and also means the combat effectiveness coefficient
of x2. Similarly, we can define b as the loss coefficient of x2(t), or the combat
efficiency by x1.

The reinforcement rate The change of the forces occurs also by reinforce-
ment or withdrawal from readiness.

f(t) : the reinforcement rate to be added to x1 on the t’th day.
g(t) : the reinforcement rate to be added to x2 on the t’th day.

The model between the conventional force vs. the conventional force 1

dx1
dt = −ax2 + f(t)

dx2
dt = −bx2 + g(t)

1Let x1 to be a state of the guerrilla band, while x2 to be the conventional force. In this
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It was the historical fact that the headquarter of Japanese Forces never
decided to reinforce his forces during the battle. Thus the Lanchester Model of
the IWO-JIMA decisive battle could be of the following differential equations
system:

dx1
dt = −ax2 + f(t)

dx2
dt = −bx1

A =
(

0 −a
−b 0

)
; x(t) =

(
x1(t)
x2(t)

)
; F =

(
f(t)
0

)

We then obtain the initial problem of inhomogeneous linear ordinary
differential equations

dx(t)
dt

= Ax(t) + F (t), x(t0) = x0, (1)

whose general solution is as follows:

x(t) = X(t)X−1(t0)x0 + X(t)
∫

X−1(s)f(s)ds.

The explicit solutions of the IWO-JIMA

x1 =
∫

cosh
√

ab (s − t) f(s) ds −
√

a

b
y0 sinh

√
ab t (2)

x2 = y0 cosh
√

ab t +
√

a

b

∫
f(s) sinh

√
ab (s − t) ds (3)

2.3 A new simulation result if Japanese Forces should de-
cide to reinforce during the battle

As a historical fact, the USA forces had been reinforced by the strength of
19,000 until the 6th days after opening the launch. We can now easily suggest a
new result on this battle that the Japan forces could remain the same strength
before opening the battle, even after the 50 days battle, if the headquarter of
Japan should have realized to reinforce by the same number of strength as the
USA’s increase, until the 7th day after the opening battle, and on the contrary,
the USA forces should be annihilated.
case,

dx1
dt

= −cx1x2 + f(t)
dx2
dt

= −dx2 + g(t)

If x1 were a guerrilla band, x1 could not come all into the x2’s sight and be not all targeted.
The offence by x2 on a particular field could not have a certain achievement. Thus the galliard
band x1 has the rate of damage by combat as a nonlinear product cx1(t)x2(t). It is noted
that the dynamical system of Lanchester’s combat model may be of nonlinear form. c is a
positive constant. As the number of the guerrilla is fewer, the lower the damage rate could be.
But the guerrilla will rapidly lose its advantage by increasing its number of guerrilla member
as well as also by the enemy’s increase of forces.
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Figure 2: The activity development of the USA offence forces
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Figure 3: The activity development of the Iwo-jima defense forces
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2.4 Difficulties to estimate the combat effectiveness in
view of inside-observers

Our new simulation result demonstrates about what a decisive factor in the
Lanchester combat model is. It is noteworthy that the most important and
difficult thing is to estimate the coefficient a, namely the damage rate of x1

or the combat efficiency of x2, as well as the coefficient b of the counterpart.
Without these right specifications, we cannot describe the real development of
the battle or the activities of both combating forces.

These however just are given ex post by the use of the historical data. If we
were able to employ these, we could always optimize ours strategy. We however
failed to optimize our strategy because we were not able to know exactly these
coefficients in front of uncertainty.

It may be true that the battle dynamics seems to be a simple dynamics on
the macroscopic surface, if we are permitted not to specify the microscopic con-
figurations. Thus the Lanchester model can be successful to trace out extremely
precisely the real process of the battle dynamics. But this description only is
given ex post.

We can also apply this kind of incapability to our ordinary prediction to know
about the real efficiencies of our ordinary life of business and other activities.
Even if we knew exactly a sufficiently enough set of physical information on the
enemy, we could not estimate rightly her capabilities.

3 The 2-armed bandit problem

One-armed bandit is a jargon on a slot machine. The 2-armed bandit prob-
lem means the choice problem faced to two objectively known but subjectively
unknown slot-machines.2

3.1 Choice on two slot machines with overlapping yield
distributions

We illustrate this problem by the use of Holland(1992). In this setting a player
must be faced to the choice problem of two slot machines with overlapping
yield distributionsis. We cite this situation from Holland(1992,76–77), though
at lengty.

If it could be determined through some small number of trials which
of ξ and ξ′ has the higher mean, then from that point on all trials
could be allocated to that random variable. Unfortunately, unless
the distributions are non-overlapping, no finite number of observa-
tions will establish with certainty which random variable has the
higher mean.

2See Bellman(1961).
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Given µξ > µξ′ along with a probability p > 0 that a trial of ξ′

will yield an outcome x > µξ′ , there is still a probability pN after
N trials that all of the trials have had outcomes exceeding µξ. A
fortiori their average µ̂ξ′ will exceed µξ with probability at least pN ,
even though µξ′ < µξ.

Here the tradeoff between gathering information and ex-
ploiting it appears in its simplest terms. To see it in exact form let
ξ(1)(N) name the random variable with the highest observed ran-
dom payoff rate(average per trial) after N trials and ξ(2)(N) to be
the other random variable. For any number of trials n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N ,
allocated to ξ(2)(N) (and assuming overlapping distributions) there
is a positive probability, q(N − n, n), that ξ(2)(N) is actually the
random variable with the highest mean, max (µξ, µξ′).

The two possible sources of loss are:
(1)The observed best ξ(1)(N) is really second best, whence the N−n
trials given ξ(1) incur an (expected) cumulative loss

(N − n)|µξ − µξ′ |.

(2)The observed best is in fact the best, whence the n trials given
ξ(2) incur a loss;

n|µξ − µξ′ |.

This occurs with probability

(1 − q(N − n, n)).

The total expected loss for any allocation of n trials to ξ(2) and
N − n trials to ξ(1) is thus

L(N − n, n) = [q(N − n, n)(N − n) + (1 − q(N − n, n)n]|µξ − µξ′ |.

We shall soon see that, for n not too large, the first source of loss
decreases as n increases because both N−n and q(N−n, n) decrease.
At the same time the second source of loss increases. By making a
tradeoff between the first and the second sources of loss,
then, it is possible to find for each N a value n∗(N) for which the
losses are minimized; i.e.,

L(N − n∗, n∗) ≤ L(N − n, n) for all n ≤ N.

3.2 Implications of the 2-armed bandit problem

The theorem on the 2-armed bandit choice suggests that:
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Detecting individualistically the best choice by learning under un-
certainty, a microeconomic agent always must be afraid of incurring
loss.

By this fact, a macroeconomic state will be at least comprised of the two
different groups:

3-1 The successful group for the best choice

3-1 The failure group to grasp the best

The latter must imitate or learn the former group. This may create a social
stochastic dynamics. In other words, an adaptive process in social interaction
can be well defined by the following stochastic model.

4 A stochastic economic system by Masanao Aoki

We define a Markov chain Xt on the state space S which dynamically describes
a flux of probabilities. In a state j at time t, we can imagine a probability
Pj(t) = Pr(Xt = j). We suppose that there are a number of independent
agents, each of whom is in one of finite microeconomic states, and its each state
evolves according to the master equation

dPj(t)
dt

=
∑
k �=j

[Pk(t)wkj − wjkPj(t)] j ∈ S. (4)

where wkj denotes the transition rates from state j to state k, or the in-flow
rates, and wjk the rates from k to j, the out-flow rates.

4.1 A Gibbs distribution in terms of the master equation

The system of two states: Then the economy is composed by

S = {a, b}.
Given the nonnegative transition rates wab, wba ≥ 0, the master equation system
is constituted by the next two ordinary differential equations:

dPa(t)
dt

= Pb(t)wba − Pawab, (5)

dPb(t)
dt

= Pa(t)wab − Pbwba. (6)

Here

Pa(t) + Pb(t) = 1.

In this case, given an initial condition Pa(0), and wab + wba > 0, it follows:

πa = lim
t→∞Pa(t) =

wba

wba + wab
. (7)
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In general, the master equation may be

∂P (s, t)
∂t

=
∑
s �=s′

P (s, t)w(s′ | s, t) −
∑
s �=s′

P (s′, t)w(s | s′, t).

In the stationary state or in equilibrium, the probability in-flows and out-
flows balance at every state:

πj

∑
k∈S

wjk =
∑
k∈S

πkwkj ∀j ∈ S, (8)

πj ≥ 0,
∑
j∈S

πj = 1. (9)

If there exist a j, and a πj , we call the distribution

{πj , j ∈ S}

“an equilibrium distribution.”
If the probability flows balance for every pair of states, it then holds the

detailed balance condition:

πjwjk = πkwkj .

Given an irreducible Markov chain, for any state sj , we can find a finite
sequence

{s1, s2, · · · , sj}

starting from some initial state s0. If the detailed balance condition holds, it
follows a Gibbs distribution

πj = π(s0)
j−1∏
i=0

wi+1,i

wi,i+1
.

Here

π(s) = K exp[−U (s)]

with

U(sj) − U(s0) =
∑

ln
wi+1,i

wi,i+1

implies U(s) to be a potential.
The probability distribution is independent of paths from s0 to sj due to the

property of Markov chain process. See Aoki(1996, 118).
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4.2 Multiplicity of microeconomic configurations

The total number of states is set N . The n(t) indicates the state variable.
We have NCn ways to realize the same n

N . In other words, the equilibrium
distribution gives the idea of multiplicity of micro-configuration that produces
the same macro value. By use of n

N , we employ a variable x such that

x + 1
2

=
n

N
. (10)

x measures the fraction from the median. It follows

dx =
2
N

. (11)

The base e Shannon entropy, by use of the above variable x, is given by

H(x) = −1 + x

2
ln

1 + x

2
− 1 − x

2
ln

1 − x

2
. (12)

It also is verified

dH

dx
=

1
2

ln
1 − x

1 + x
. (13)

The approximation formula thus gives

NCn = exp
[
NH

(
x + 1

2

)]
+ O(

1
N

). (14)

4.3 The microeconomic birth- and -death process in a dis-
crete form

Now suppose that the number of microeconomic agents in this subclass is re-
duced by one(a death), and the number of agents increases by one (a birth). It
then follows the master equation in the discrete case:

Pt+1(n) = Wn−1,nPt(n − 1) + Wn+1,nPt(n + 1) + Wn,nPt(n), (15)

where Wn,n−1 is the probability of transition rate from state n to n − 1, and
where Wn,n+1 denotes the probability of transition from n to n − 1.

Let the time step to be small enough.

Wn,n = 1 − Wn,n+1 + Wn,n−1. (16)

expresses the probability that the number of agents may remain the same, nor-
mally as assumed to be positive.

The detailed balance condition

Π(n)Wn,n+1 = Π(n + 1)Wn+1,n (17)
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gives the equilibrium probability Π’s. The equilibrium probability distribution
will form a Gibbs distribution.

The solution of the above difference equation gives

Π(n) = Π(0)
n∏

k=1

Wk−1,k

Wk,k−1
. (18)

In the simplest case, a death shows Wn−1,n, while a birth Wn,n+1. Thus, for
some constants µ, λ, it holds

Wn,n−1 = µn

Wn,n+1 = λ(N − n).

In the following, we set for convenience

µ = λ.

Let ui(x) to be a perceived random benefit

over some unspecified planning horizon of adopting alternative i
when fraction x of agents are using it. (Aoki 1996,138).

Given the two choices 1 and 2, we define the benefit difference between
two states:3

�G = u1(x) − u2(x). (19)

η1(x) = Pr(u1(x) ≥ u2(x)). (20)

Taking some nonlinear effects into account, we assume

Wn,n−1 = N
(
1 − n

N

)
η1

n

N
, (21)

Wn,n+1 = N
( n

N

)
η2

n

N
. (22)

The potential is given

−βNU
( n

N

)
− lnZ

= ln Π(0) + lnN Cn +
n∑

ln
η1(k/N)
η2(k/N)

. (23)

3In a continuous case, we may make

η1(x) =
exp[β�u(x)]

exp[β�u(x)] + exp[−β�u(x)]
.

Here β expresses a degree of uncertainty over the concerned system.
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Here

Z =
∑

n

exp[−βNU
( n

N

)
] < ∞ (24)

is the partition function.
We set

ln
η1(k/N)
η2(k/N)

= 2β�G

(
k

N

)
.

According to Aoki(1996, 141), we can interpret β with

the degree of uncertainty in the economic environment surround-
ing agents, or the general level of economic activity.

Then the equilibrium probability can be expressed by

Π(n) =
exp[−βNU

(
n
N

)
]

Z
(25)

Neglecting the items O(1/N), it follows:

U
( n

N

)
= − 2

N

n∑
k=1

�G

(
k

N

)
− 1

β
H

( n

N

)
. (26)

Hence,4

U(x) ≈ −
∫

�G(y)dy − 1
β

H(x) (27)

= −G(x) − 1
β

H(x). (28)

Taking the relations obtained in the above preliminaries into consideration,

dU(x)
dx

≈ −�G(x) − 1
2β

ln
1 − x

1 + x
. (29)

In the equilibrium in which the potential never be changed, it holds

2β�G(x) = ln
1 + x

1 − x
. (30)

This is just a Gibbs distribution derived from the discrete time formulation.
This approach rather demonstrates a qualitative prediction in social interaction
of heterogeneous agents by use of the concept of equilibrium distribution or
an ensemble mean.

4If �G = 0, it holds the simple birth-and -death process.
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4.4 Choice under uncertainty and the multiple local equi-
libria: subgroup dynamics

When all the members in this system succeed to maximize their utilities, the
system can reach the level of u(a). If some of the members failed to maximize
utility, the level of the system could go down to u(b). In other words, the
system may be constituted by the two groups, one of which is successful for
optimization, the other of which failed optimization. We may construct the
average utility by

pu1 + (1 − p)u2,

where p is the ratio of the failure group.

Utility

a c b

Potential

a c b

Figure 4: Utility and Potential

The state point a and b are the equilibrium points. Between them we imagine
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a Markov process by employing the transition rates5

wab = e−β(V +v)

wba = e−βV , β > 0.

On the side of potential, we assume

v = Vb − Va > 0.

It then follows from the equation (7) that

πa =
wba

wba + wab
=

1
eηv+1

(31)

πb = 1 − πa =
eβv

eβv+1 + 1
. (32)

If v is taken small enough,

πa ≈ πb → 1
2
.

This system then has equally two local equilibria. Either of them can equally
occur.

First passage times of unstable dynamics Measured in the levels of po-
tential, the figure suggests an unstable situation of the macroeconomic states.
There are three critical points arranged as

φa ≥ φb ≥ φc.

Here φ is a macroeconomic state. We take φa the initial state and φc the final
state. The final state may be interpreted an absorbing state.

van Kampen(1992) and Aoki(1996, Sec. 5.11) showed that a passage time
τca from c to a is given by

τca ∝ eβNV (v).

the critical values of the potential are the critical points of the
equilibrium probability distribution [Π(n)] and are the same as the
critical points of the macroeconomic dynamics. (Aoki 1996, 142)

5 A generalization of path dependent process in

the context of W. B. Arthur

The old theory of utility in economics thus now is to be replaced with a new one
of statistical mechanics, as we discussed according to Aoki(1996) and Aoki(2001).
In the above formulation, the probability distribution is independent of paths
from s0 to sj due to the property of Markov chain process.

5As β changes, the number of equilibrium changes.
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a c b

Figure 5: Critical states in terms of potential

5.1 A study on path deendent process

When we study social interactions, we shall have the next two kinds of issue:

5-1 A justification comes from that it is evident that there are many subgroups
in our society, namely, we cannot regard the society as an aggregate of
homogeneous agents..

5-2 Another one is that a random selection of firms as supported by an active
deregulation policy can of necessity cause a or a few firms to the winner-
take-most.

The former 5-1 is closely connected with the domains of Aoki(1996, 2001).
While the latter 5-2 indicates a reinforcement process or positive feedback pro-
cess as Arthur(1994) were concerned with.

The result of deregulation over the long term has been a steady de-
cline in large carriers, from 15 in 1981 to around 6 at present[in 1996].
Some routes have become virtual monopolies, with resulting higher
fares. None of this was intended. But it should have been predicted-
given increasing returns. (Arthur 1996, Section: What about Service
Industries?)

Arthur(1988)[in Arthur(1994,129)] also says:

Economics agents may be influenced by neighbor agents’ choices.
Puffert(1988) examines historical competitions between railroad gauges
where rail companies found it advantageous to adopt a gauge that
neighboring railroads were using. Spatial mechanisms have parallels
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with Ising models and renormalization theory in physics(Holly 1974)
and with voter models in probability theory(Liggett 1979; Föllmer
1979). In economics very little work has yet been done on spatial
self-reinforcing mechanisms.6

Arthur, when arguing the property of reinforcement mechanism in gen-
eral, not in spatial interests, rather suggests the use of Polya Urn Process of
Arthur, Ermoliev, and Kaniovski(1983)[in Arthur(1994, Chapter 10)].

In a generalized version of Polya urn process to allow for a more number of
agent(color) than two, a random vector X whose components are proportions
of each agent, instead of a numerical value(ratio), is to be introduced.

Polya urn process Polya and Eggenbarger(1923) originally showed the fol-
lowing process.

Think of an urn of infinite capacity to which are added balls of two
possible colors — red and white, say. Starting with one red and one
white ball in the urn, add a ball each time, indefinitely, according to
the rule: Choose a ball in the urn at random and replace it: if it is
red, add a red; if it is white, add a white. Obviously this process has
increments that are path-dependent — at any time the probability
that the next ball added is red exactly equals the proportion. We
might then ask: does the proportion of red (or white) balls wander
indefinitely between zero and one, or does a strong law operate, so
that the proportion settles down to a limit, causing a structure to
emerge? Arthur(1994)

5.2 Generalized version of Polya urn process

In a Generalized Version of Polya Urn Process to allow for a more number
of agent(color) than two, a random vector X whose components are propor-
tions of each agent, instead of a numerical value(ratio), is to be introduced.

Theorem 3.1 of Arthur(1994, Chapter 10, 189–190). Given
continuous urn functions {qn}, suppose there exists a Borel function
q : S → S, constants an and a Lyapunov functionν : S → R such
that:
(a)supx∈S‖qn(x) − q(x)‖ ≤ an,

∑∞
n=1

an

n < ∞
(b)The setB = {x : q(x) = x, x ∈ S} contains a finite number of
connected components.
(c)(i)ν is twice differentiable.
(ii) ν(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ S
(iii) 〈q(x)−x, νx(x)〉 < 0, x ∈ S\U (B) where U(B) is an open neigh-
borhood of B and <, > represents inner products.

6See Anderson, Arrow, Pines(1988, 9–31).
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Figure 6: Nonlinear Polya function

Then xn converges to a point of B or to the border of a connected
component.

5.3 Avatamsaka game in view of a nonlinear Polya urn
process

Avatamsaka Situation We imagine “driving a car” in a busy place. When
we wish to enter into a main street from a side road or a parking area along the
road, it must be much better for us that someone can give way for us although
someone cannot gain any more by giving us whom someone might never meet.
This kindness done by someone implies our gain. A symmetrical situation in
replacing someone with us holds the same relation. Anybody who gives a kind
arrangement to someone, can never be guaranteed to gain from another. If no-
body gave way for someone, the whole welfare on the roads should be extremely
worsen. We call such a situation Avatamsaka Situation. 7

Strategies Player B
(i)Coordination game
Player A Strategy 1 Strategy 2
Strategy 1 (a, a) (b, c)
Strategy 2 (c, b) (d, d)
(ii)Avatamsaka game
Player A Defection Cooperation
Defection (0, 0) (1, 0)
Cooperation (0, 1) (1, 1)

Table 2: Avatamsaka game

7See Aruka(2001a) for the details of this game.
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5.4 International results of Avatamsaka experiment

We reproduce our international results of Avatamsaka experiment. The exper-
iments all were done by the use of network program at the author’s computer
server in Chuo University, Tokyo, Japan. Those games except for the case of
Tokyo May 2, 2001 have been done usually for 10 rounds each in total. The first
subgroup of one experiment on the web was held at the PC- Pool, J.-W. Goethe
Universitaet (Frankfurt University), Frankfurt am Main for Dec.12, 2000.

The second subgroup of two experiments has been collected from Japanese
subjects in the Multimedia Room 2109, Chuo University, Tokyo. The subjects
in the experiment of January 24, 2001 were sampled from graduate students of
commerce and economics. On the contrary, the subjects of the other experiment
of May 2, 2001 consisted of the age distribution of almost 19 years old students
in the Faculty of Commerce, Chuo University.

The third subgroup of two experiments was conducted by Professor Stephen
Guastello, and Mr. Robert Bond Jr., professor’s assistant, the Department of
Psychology, February 16 and 23, 2000, Marquette University, Milwaukee, USA.
We have achieved a lot of experiments other than these but a few complete
collections of experimental data. The failures of experiments on the web led us
to much improvements of our program. It is also noted that the age distribution
of his students is quite similar to our sample students of May 2, 2000 in Tokyo.

The results can be summarized altogether in Table 3 as follows:8

Average∗ Frankfurt Tokyo I Tokyo II(1)a Tokyo II(2)b Milwaukee I Milwaukee II

Pay-off 0.731 0.709 0.527 0.502 0.509 0.557
C-ratio 0.738 0.713 0.53 0.503 0.509 0.559

Table 3: International results of Avatamsaka experiment
∗ Pay-off: total gains to total rounds; C-ratio: the times of cooperation taken
to the total rounds.
a Tokyo II(1) shows the average value on the first 10 stages.
a Tokyo II(2) shows the average on the entire 20 stages.

5.5 Application to Avatamsaka game
9 Arthur called a limit proportion in such a path dependent stochastic process
an asymptotic structure. As long as the classical proposition is considered,

8Aruka(2002) dealt with the statistical tests on these results in details and attained the
conclusion: “[i]n summary, it seems us capable to eliminate the effects of country factor on
the strategically collective deployment for each game, if we could properly adjust disturbances
due to the initial conditions.”(Aruka 2002,105)

9This subsection is largely cited form Aruka(2001c, 158–161).
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we shall be faced to a limit of proportion, i.e., a simple structure, as proved in
Polya(1931). In the classical Polya example, we have a restriction such that the
probability of adding a ball of type j exactly equals the proportion of type j.
In the following we impose the next assumptions for a while.

5-A1 We suppose there are a finite number of players, 2N , for instance, who
join by each pair into our Avatamsaka Game.

5-A2 We identify the ratio of cooperation, or C-ratio for each player with the
proportion of the total possible gains for each player.

A generalization We just notice that we regard a red ball as a gain of Player
A who loves employing Defection Strategy in our two person game, while a
white ball as a gain of Player B who loves employing Cooperation Strategy, for
instance. Player A can then continue to increase his gain if the proportion of
his gain is kept higher than Player B. It could be possible, provided that Player
B still clung to his original policy. The Polya original restriction never allow
for Player B to change his mind. A nonlinear inspection for Players may be
taken for account to obtain a more realistic result. Cooperation by reinforcement
grows herself, if there is a greater ratio of cooperation. Defection can however
grow by exploiting a greater population of cooperation. We have usually 10
players in our game experiment. It may be desirable that the Polya urn may
contain ten colors in order to analyze a limit proportion of the times of
Defection to Cooperation of this game.

A generalized Polya urn process It is quite interesting to learn that
Arthur, a pioneer of Economics of Complexity has allocated one third of
the total pages in his reputable book titled Increasing Returns and Path Depen-
dence in the Economy, Arthur(1994) for generalization of Polya process. That
famous term like “lock-in” could not be broadly accepted by specialists if a gen-
eralization of Ploya process should not be successful. In a generalized version
of Polya urn process to allow for a more number of agent(color) than two, a
random vector X whose components are proportions of each agent, instead of
a numerical value(ratio), is to be introduced.

A generalization of Path dependent process In the line of Arthur, Er-
moliev and Kaniovski, we describe a generalization of path dependent
process in terms of our repeated game. Let Xi to be a proportion in the total
possible points which Player i gains. The initial total potential of gains for each
player is defined 2N − 1. In the next period 2, the total maximal gains will
grow by the number of players 2N . In the period n, therefore, the proportion
for Player i at time n will be

Xn
i =

bn
i

(2N − 1)n
. (33)
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Suppose such a sample space that

Xi : Ω → [0, 1] (34)
ω ∈ Ω → Xi(ω) ∈ [0, 1] (35)

We can then have a probability x = Xi(ω) for a sample ω. If a sample implied
an experimental result, the sample space Ω could make out a psychological space
for each agent to give a next move. The probability x may depend on a random
variable Xi. If we have 2N agents, it then follows a random vector of proportions
Xn of period n:

Xn = (Xn
1 , Xn

2 , ...,Xn
2N ) . (36)

where it is assumed that each element Xn
i mutually is independent, in other

words, each agent is psychologically independent. Players start at a vector of
the initial gains distribution

b1 = (b1
1, b

1
2, ..., b

1
2N) . (37)

Let qn
i (x) define a probability of player i to earn a point by means of Strategy

C in period n. Thus a series of proportions

{X1, X2, X3, ...,Xn} . (38)

will be generated after the iteration of n times.
In the following, qn behaves as a rule for a mapping from Xn to Xn+1.

Consider a one-dimensional dynamics.

qi(Xi)(ω) ∈ [0, 1] (39)
qi(x) : Ω → [0, 1] (40)

If Xn, as a random variable giving a proportion x, appeared at a low level,
a value of Xn+1 might be greater than the previous value of Xn. This case is
implied by 5-A2 that a low level of proportion in gain can induce an increase of
the ratio of cooperation in an individual strategy. If q is nonlinear, a nonlinear
dynamics may be generated.

A nonlinear Polya process We have already defined a function q for a
x = Xi(ω), on one hand. Now, on the other hand, we define a function β for
the same ω:

βi(Xi)(ω) ∈ {0, 1} (41)
βi(x) : Ω → {0, 1} (42)

It then follows, if x = Xn
i (ω),

βn
i (x) = 1 with probability given by qn

i (x) (43)
βn

i (x) = 0 with probability given by 1 − qn
i (x) (44)
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Each player might have a maximum gain of 2N−1 from the 2N−1 matches.
Hence the dynamics for addition of point by Player i may be written:

bn+1
i = bn

i + (2N − 1)βn
i (x) . (45)

bn
i then shows an accumulated gain at time n through the iteration of game for

Player i. Thus the nonlinear evolution of the proportion for Player i will,
by substitution of Xn, be given in the form of

Xn+1
i = Xn

i +
1

n + 1
(βn

i (x) − Xn
i ) . (46)

Reformulate this equation in view of

ξn
i (x) =

1
n + 1

(βn
i (x) − qn

i (x)) . (47)

We then obtain

Xn+1
i = Xn

i +
1

n + 1
(qn

i (x) − Xn
i ) + ξn

i (x) . (48)

Notice that the conditional expectation of ξn
i is zero. Thus we have

reached the expected motion:

E(Xn+1
i | Xn) = Xn

i +
1

n + 1
(qn

i (x) − Xn
i ) . (49)

from which we can easily verify that motion tends to be directed by the term
qn
i (x)−Xn

i . Arthur and others call this process a nonlinear Polya process when
the form of q is nonlinear.

The above process is just a martingale. By a direct application of the theo-
rems of Arthur, Ermoliev and Kaniovski, we could justify a convergence of the
C-ratios in the community not to the extreme points like 0, 1.

Players shall initially be motivated by the behaviors of the other play-
ers. Eventually, however, players’ behavior could be independent
from the others.

An effect of path dependency may sometimes be discussed in a connection
with econophysics.
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